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FIRST
NAME 

LAST
NAME 

HOME
COUNTRY

HERMAN AGENBAG RSA

JP AGUIRRE ARG

TOMY BARAVALLE ARG

ADRIAAN BOOYSEN NM

NOLAN BUCKLEY USA

LUCAS BUR ARG

DANNY CHRISTENSEN USA

MARTIN ELIAS ARG

SAM GOLLA USA

JERO GOMEZ VARA ARG

MATT GORDON USA

AARON GRAY USA



FIRST
NAME 

LAST
NAME 

HOME
COUNTRY

JOACO HORCADA ARG

PIT IMHOFF ARG

CAMPBELL JOHNSTONE USA

DEWALD KOTZE NM

TOMY MALANOS ARG

PATRICK MEDINA USA

KEV MORGAN USA

ACO MORONI ARG

LIAM MURRAY CAN

CAM NELSON USA

ERIC NAPOSKI USA

#JoinThePack
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NAME 

LAST
NAME 

HOME
COUNTRY

NICO REVOL ARG

CONNOR ROBINSON USA

CONRADO ROURA ARG

CARSON SHOEMAKER USA

LUI SITAMA USA

KYLE STEEVES CAN

ALE TORRES ARG

ALEX TUCCI USA

JAMES VAIFALE USA

NAZARENO VALENTINI ARG

JUAMPI ZEISS ARG

#VamosJackals



40 minutes a half.
15 players per team on the pitch.

It’s the physicality of football and the footwork of soccer.

Winston Churchill once said, “Soccer is a gentleman's
game played by hooligans, and rugby is a hooligans'

game played by gentlemen“. 
We say it’s a game for jackals.

Visit USA Rugby to learn more about the sport!
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https://usa.rugby/rugby101




 “Blow the whistle. The game is over.”
 

 That’s all Alex Tucci could think, who was less than 10 meters from the referee, when the
Dallas Jackals forced a Toronto Arrows turnover that ensured a Jackals win. 

 
 The Dallas Jackals captured their first franchise victory with timely tries beat the Toronto

Arrows 10-9 at Choctaw Stadium on College Night presented by Coca-Cola on Apr. 1.
 

 Sam Golla and Dewald Kotze registered Dallas’ tries. Golla, the first selection in the 2023
MLR Collegiate Draft, juked a lone Toronto defender to register his first try of the season
midway through the second half. With no one else around him, he made sure the try was

worth seven as he touched down in the center of the try zone.
 

 Trailing by four, Kotze successfully dove into the try zone to regain the lead for Dallas with
nearly 20 minutes left in regulation.

 



Head coach Agustin Cavalieri dropped down to his knees - knowing he just made Major
League Rugby and franchise history - upon the match’s conclusion. Players hugged on the
pitch and jumped up and lifted their arms in relief. Training staff and rugby ops personnel

sprinted on the field to share the moment with the players. Fans stayed long after and
leaned over the railings to chant “Let’s Go Jackals” and get high-fives from players.

Everyone went home happy.
 

 “We feel that this game was very important and for me it was a very important moment.
The day before, my two best friends arrived - my wife and my daughter - so it was very

nice to have this moment with them,” Cavalieri said. 
 

 “It’s nice to have a bye week, but at the same time it’s like now I’m itching to get that next
win. That’s where I’m at and I feel like a lot of the guys have that mindset as well,” Tucci

said. 
 





We're revolutionizing
our shop! New stock,
new inventory, new
merch on the way!  

SHOPSHOP

https://shop.dallasjackals.com/

